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Description

New
‘Network Settings Wizard’ added to Network License Manager. The wizard is also now 
available on the client application side. 
--Tools > Setup > Network > ‘generic’, ‘by user’, or ‘by station’ - select option depending on 
how you want to store your settings.
Quick access to Help > About, double-click on status bar notification area to open the updated 
About information.

Improved
Feature to automatically reanalyze database connection(s) added to with two options:  
--Reanalyze Changed Database(s) Only, or, 
--Always Reanalyze All Database(s)

Updated Help Menu options, streamlining access to available resources and support 
information.

Product license activation window is now included at the end of the installation process.
GS1 wizard is updated to the current GS1 specification v17.1*:
>AI 243: Packaging Component Number
>AI 255 – Global Coupon Number (GCN)
>AI 427: Country Subdivision of Origin Code for a Trade Item
>AI 710-712: National Healthcare Reimbursement Number (NHRN)
>AI 8017: Global Service Relation Number (GSRN)
>AI 8019: Service Relation Instance Number (SRIN)
>AI 8200: Extended Packaging URL, and more
*Limitation - AIs 91-99 are currently limited to 50 characters in length (AI + input characters) 
instead of the 90 characters described in the GS1 specification v17.1.  This will be resolved in 
a future release.

The button ‘Center the label in the design area’ is added to main toolbar and places the label 
in the center of the design area.

User settings are moved to “C:\Users\Public\Documents\LABEL MATRIX” directory and stored 
in User.ini file (LM8.ini in the previous versions). It is now possible to specify custom location 
for User.ini file.

Added active label name to the application title bar and Label Properties to clarify which label 
is being edited while working with multiple labels.

No Longer Supported
Discontinued pocket printing application support.
Discontinued RFID support.
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